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Abstract: Crop rotations, the farming practice of growing crops in sequential seasons, occupy
a core position in agriculture management, showing a key influence on food security and agro-
ecosystem sustainability. Despite the improvement in accuracy of identifying mono-agricultural crop
distribution, crop rotation patterns remain poorly mapped. In this study, a hybrid convolutional
neural network (CNN) and long short-term memory (LSTM) architecture, namely crop rotation
mapping (CRM), were proposed to synergize the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and optical time
series in a rotational mapping task. The proposed end-to-end architecture had reasonable accuracies
(i.e., accuracy > 0.85) in mapping crop rotation, which outperformed other state-of-the-art non-deep
or deep-learning solutions. For some confusing rotation types, such as fallow-single rice and crayfish-
single rice, CRM showed substantial improvements from traditional methods. Furthermore, the
deeply synergistic SAR-optical, time-series data, with a corresponding attention mechanism, were
effective in extracting crop rotation features, with an overall gain of accuracy of four points compared
with ablation models. Therefore, our proposed method added wisdom to dynamic crop rotation
mapping and yields important information for the agro-ecosystem management of the study area.

Keywords: crop rotation mapping; deep learning; SAR and optical time series; dynamic feature
extraction

1. Introduction

Crop rotation is the sequential growth of crops in a year [1] and has been practiced for
thousands of years, serving as one of the most effective ways to increase grain yields [2,3].
Additionally, a crop rotation system is believed to have profound advantages over a
monoculture cropping system for improving cropland fertility and mitigating weeds and
pest insects [4]. Reliable and timely rotation maps are therefore fundamentally critical and
can serve as essential inputs in monitoring cropping activity and agro-ecosystem fluxes
for the purpose of good management practice and sustainability [5]. Nevertheless, spatio–
temporal data on crop types and crop rotations at the field level for regional scales are
rarely available, thus preventing further spatial explicit assessment and analysis [6,7]. Most
regional or global studies have to rely on the assumption of a few simplified prototype
crop rotations, bringing large uncertainty to evaluation results [4].

There have been a rather limited number of studies that attempted to derive crop
rotation maps compared to the conventional single-season crop mapping. Mapping crop
rotation not only requires precise discrimination of independent crop type during each
growing season but also needs to capture dynamic changes of crop replacement. Previously,
most studies have generated rotation maps based on spatial overlay analysis of single-
season crop mapping results [8,9], i.e., to integrate rotation types by overlaying separate
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classification results from different years and summarize representative rotation patterns.
Alternatively, other studies set rules and determined absolute thresholds to separate
different crops step by step and finally acquire rotation maps [10,11]. In reality, however,
rotation occurs seasonally and the integration of crop distribution maps could miss critical
cross-seasonal crop dynamic information. In addition, pre-defined temporal thresholds
often fail to accurately extract all rotation types at one time due to the spectral–temporal
confusion of different crops and flexibility of the farmer’s planting behavior, especially
in complex farming practice environments [12]. Thus, it is difficult to identify mono-
agricultural patterns for various crops, let alone the cross-season rotational information for
dynamic crop mapping.

Crop rotation is the temporal alteration of crop types, which could theoretically be cap-
tured directly with earth-observation satellites. Remote sensing imagery with time series
has been widely used in mono-crop mapping because its enriched temporal information
provides better performance than single-date satellite observations. From the time series of
vegetation indices (VIs), the importance of phenological characteristics has been tested and
emphasized to generate static crop maps by amplifying unique phenological phases of the
target crop (e.g., transplanting, heading, and harvesting) [13]. Some of them incorporate
phenological information by feeding statistical values (mean, standard deviation, etc.) of
VIs on targeted dates or derived metrics from temporal profiles (amplitude, length, etc.)
into unsupervised classifiers such as decision trees [14,15] and machine learning algo-
rithms [16–20]. Others propose specific indexes to fully extract phenological information
that is different from other crops [21]. However, such methods ignore successive crop
growth with recursive temporal patterns and only treat temporal profiles, essentially, as
unconnected segments. These empirical input variables greatly rely on subjective expert
knowledge on crop phenology and possibly miss some subtle, but potentially critical,
temporal signals with curve-fitted, time-series data. Other methods such as dynamic time
warping (DTW) and time-weighted dynamic time warping not only focus on separate
temporal characteristics but also account for the seasonality of crops reflected in the shape
of the VI time-series curves, which are based on similarity measurements towards standard
profiles, thus further improving upon the classification accuracy [22–24]. Theoretically,
time-series information embedded in VIs not only enables the differentiation of certain
crop types among others but also provides recursive crop rotation signals related to sea-
sonal changes. However, the above traditional methods are only suitable for identifying
single-season crop types and make it difficult to accurately excavate crop seasonal changes,
let alone crop rotation information.

Recent advances in deep learning hold considerable promise for exploring intricate
and high-dimensional relationships from end-to-end neural networks [25]. Over the past
several years, an increasing number of studies have been performed using deep learning
models for single-season crop classification [26]. For instance, one-dimensional convo-
lutional layers (Conv1D) have been adopted for multi-temporal, crop-type classification,
and have shown great potential in automatic multi-level feature extraction [27,28]. While
the recurrent neutral network (RNN) has proven to be well suited for dealing with long
sequential data such as sequences of VIs reflecting crop growth cycles [29]. Long short-term
memory (LSTM), one of the most popular variants of RNN, has been successfully leveraged
to recognize contextual information to produce crop maps [30,31]. Considering the loss of
optical data due to persistent clouds, extra data sources, such as SAR, have been widely
used in crop classification to fill optical data absence [32,33]. In this scope, multi-source
remote sensing data provide complementary information and have the potential to extract
complex dynamic features. Considering that the correspondence between SAR and optical
time series is difficult to find, deep learning models are applied to interact at deep levels
based on multiple sensors. Few studies have investigated the potential of multi-source
data fusion by deep learning networks before classification [34,35]. Models with two struc-
turally identical streams have been introduced to learn the relationships across sensors and
test the effect in useful temporal feature extraction [36]. Although the up-to-date studies
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have suggested its competitive advantages in boosting crop mapping tasks by utilizing
multi-temporal data from diverse sensors using hybrid deep learning networks [37], cur-
rent crop mapping techniques mainly rely on stand-alone sensors without realizing deep
synergy, while most of them allocate equal attention to each timestamp [38], which is not
conducive to extract flexible crop rotation information. Moreover, the existing methods
mainly focus on the extraction of stable land cover information rather than varied and
complex cropland changes that occur over a year. The method of accurately identifying
cross-seasonal changes and capturing dynamic patterns during a year to produce reliable
crop rotation maps is still a big challenge.

The temporal feature of a satellite image time series contains abundant information,
which can be used not only for the classification of static crop distribution but also for the
sequential information of crop rotation. In this study, we propose a crop rotation mapping
(CRM) model by integrating Sentinel-1 and -2 time series with the help of a deep learning
algorithm. To achieve this, we employ a hybrid CNN-LSTM structure with an attention
mechanism to extract hierarchical rotation features and further depict rotation temporal
patterns. The main contributions of this work include:

(1) A new hybrid deep learning network, proposed to capture both crop types and
seasonal changes for crop rotation mapping;

(2) Test results validating the advantage of a synergy SAR-optical time series and incor-
porating the use of the attention mechanism in LSTM over traditional and ablation
models.

2. Study Area and Materials
2.1. Study Area

This research was conducted in the northern part of Hunan Province, central China,
one of the largest rice-producing provinces in China (Figure 1). The study area was a flat
fluvial plain (112.04 E–112.89 E, 28.86 N–29.53 N) south of the Yangtze River, and west
of the Dongting Lake, with a total area of 7099 km2. It has a typical subtropical, humid
monsoon climate with an abundant active accumulated temperature and annual rainfall of
1200 to 1900 mm.
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Abundant rainfall supports large areas of paddy and pond systems in this region. Rice
is the major summer crop in the paddy system in this region, including both single-season
rice (SR, May–Oct) and double-season rice (DR, Apr–Jul and Aug–Oct). Rotated within the
rice plantation, local producers either left their land fallow for the rest of the year or grew
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rapeseeds (RS) as the winter cash crop (Nov–May, subsequent year). Another alternative
was to use paddy fields as crayfish (CF) ponds in the spring, before the transplanting
of single-season rice to increase farmer income. In addition to the rice-based rotation
system, a smaller proportion of higher-elevated dryland was mainly used to grow summer
crops such as maize, soybean, and cotton, which have very similar phenological stages as
single-season rice. Dryland crops (DC) depend on the household needs of the individual
and therefore are hard to further subdivide due to the diversity of types and them having
almost the same phenology (Figure 2).
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2.2. Satellite Data and Pre-Processing

Satellite image time series (SITS) of the Sentinel-1 synthetic aperture radar (SAR, S1)
and Sentinel-2 (optical, S2) between January 2019 and December 2019 were collected from
Google Earth Engine (GEE) (Figure 2). Both datasets have a spatial resolution of 10 m with
a UTM/WGS84 projection system.

For the optical dataset, considering the noise impact of cloud cover, only 14 cloudless
or partially clouded S2 images were finally selected. At the same time, pre-processing
was performed before calculating vegetation indices to restore actual surface reflectance,
including radiation calibration and atmospheric correction. Clouds were removed by
assisting with the corresponding S2 cloud probability dataset recommended by the GEE
platform. Two commonly used vegetation indices, the normalized difference vegetation
index (NDVI) and the enhanced vegetation index (EVI), and one recently developed
spectral index, the kernel normalized difference vegetation index (kNDVI), were used
for rotation classification. NDVI and EVI time series have been widely used to extract
phenological features of different crops [18,39], while kNDVI has proven to have a higher
sensitivity to vegetative biophysical and physiological parameters compared to classical
vegetation indices [40]. The three indices are computed as follows:

NDVI =
NIR − red
NIR + red

(1)

EVI = 2.5 × NIR − red
NIR + 6 × red − 7.5 × blue + 1

(2)

kNDVI = tan h

((
NIR − red

2σ

)2
)

, (3)

where NIR, red and blue are the surface reflectance of band 8, band 4, and band 2 in
the Sentinel-2 MSI sensor. σ is a length-scale parameter to be specified in the particular
application representing the sensitivity to vegetation sparsity. Here, we chose the average
value σ = 0.5(NIR + red) to provide an operational version of the original index.

For the SAR dataset, we referred to 30 SAR ground range detected scenes that were
recorded in interferometric-wide (IW) swath mode with dual polarization (VV+VH). Each
scene was pre-processed using the following steps: (1) thermal noise removal, (2) apply
orbit file, (3) radiometric calibration, (4) terrain correction using digital elevation datasets,
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and (5) conversion of the backscatter coefficient (δ) to logarithm decibels (dB). Only VH
images were used in the following analyses. To ensure the smooth running of the neu-
ral network, min-max normalization was conducted to VH images to obtain a similar
numerical distribution as optical images.

2.3. Ground-Truth Data

Field surveys were conducted to obtain the ground truth of crop rotation in the study
area in May 2021. Each sampling site was recorded with its specific geographic location
centered at the land parcel (as the same geographic coordinate system as the satellite
data, WGS84), with a farmer interview stating crop rotation types during the past three
years (2018–2020). Only parcels that have maintained stable crop rotation types for three
consecutive years were recorded. In total, 689 available ground samples were collected
after careful inspection and screening to ensure the spatial homogeneity of ground truth
and integrity of rotation types (Figure 1). For classification, non-cropland samples were
also added through visual interpretation on the high-resolution image of Google Earth (201
non-cropland samples in total).

Sample augmentation was conducted considering the demand for sample size and
positioning uncertainty. Four pixels (top, bottom, left, and right) centered on each ground
truth were obtained and assigned the identical crop rotation type as that at the center.
Through sample augmentation, 4450-pixel samples were obtained and used as independent
samples in model training. According to the distribution and proportion of rotation types
in the study area, we summarized six main rotation types as a classification system (sorted
by proportion): crayfish-single rice (CF-SR), fallow-single rice (F-SR), fallow-double rice
(F-DR), rapeseed-single rice (RS-SR), rapeseed-dryland crops (RS-DC), and other rotation
types, together with four non-rotation classes: water, mud flat, vegetation, and construction
land. We considered all 10 categories for the initial modeling, but only compared and
assessed the performance of crop rotation types.

3. Crop Rotation Mapping (CRM)

The proposed crop rotation mapping (CRM) has a hybrid architecture composed of two
streams designed for each of the S1 and S2 time series (Figure 3). Each stream consists of two
different neural networks: a one-dimensional CNN (Conv1D) and an LSTM with an attentive
mechanism (AttLSTM). The Conv1D attempts to extract hierarchical rotation features, which
involve a series of convolutional operations with alterable kernel sizes. The results of Conv1D
enter into LSTM to depict temporal crop growing patterns assisting with an attentive layer. The
output of each stream is a feature vector summarizing the extracted knowledge learned from
the optical time series and SAR time series. The concatenation of the above two feature vectors
is fed into the end module, which is operated by several fully connected layers activated by a
nonlinear function helping to produce the final rotation decision.
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3.1. Robust Temporal Features Extraction with Conv1D

This operation was inspired by recent work [28], which successfully showed that
the one-dimensional convolutional deep learning framework was capable of extracting
effective and hierarchical features layer by layer in multi-temporal classification tasks.

In this study, we constructed two convolutional layers since convolution operations
can be stacked to obtain abundant information from tiny to general. Two layers were
equipped with different kernel sizes, which meant that the filter window covered different
observations or learned features for all timestamps. The earlier layer focused on local
features by using smaller sizes to capture minor changes, while the later layer summarized
more general patterns on a larger time scale [28]. A Conv1D layer is represented by
Equation (4).

cnnl
j = f (

M

∑
i=1

cnnl−1
i ∗ kl

ij = bl
j). (4)

where k denotes convolution kernels, j represents the number of kernels, b represents bias,
M indicates the channel number, and f indicates the activation function whereas * is the
operator indicating convolution.

After the convolution layers, the max-pooling and dropout layers followed and helped
in avoiding data dimensionality expansion. The dropout layer followed the first convolu-
tional layer, whereas the max-pooling layer followed the second. Dropout is a regulariza-
tion technique that randomly drops some neurons in a layer during training so that the
output of the layer does not rely on only a few neurons [41]. The probability of dropping
neurons was set considering the complexity of the model. The pooling layer was needed
to ensure the progress of the further calculation. In this way, the output of Conv1Ds was
a noise-adaptive feature that summarized useful crop rotation information and could be
used as an input to the LSTM module.

3.2. Crop Rotation Patterns Depiction with LSTM

An LSTM unit was used to represent the growing characteristics of the rotation
systems because of its outstanding performances in the area of remote sensing time series
processing and analysis [42]. An LSTM unit is designed to “remember” and “distinguish”
values according to formerly processed information in a long inherent sequence, the same
as temporal profiles containing crop rotation information. The use of LSTM improves the
effectiveness of depicting temporal patterns at various time intervals, which is promising
to express rotation systems growing cycles with different frequencies.

An LSTM unit is composed of three main gates: forget, input, and output. The
forget gate reserves previous information selectively and only focuses on essential signals,
while the input and output gates (a gate represents a neural network containing sigmoid
activation function) decide what information will be stored and exported in the current
state. Each gate contains a sigmoid layer and a multiplication operation to contain both the
state of the previous time step and the current input signal.

Equations (5)–(10) formally describe the LSTM interior working principle:

ft = σ
(

W f · [st−1, xt] + b f

)
(5)

it = σ(Wi · [st−1, xt] + bi) (6)

ot = σ(Wo ∗ [st−1, xt] + bo) (7)

Ñt = tan h(WC · [st−1, xt] + bC), (8)

Nt = ftNt−1 + it · Ñt (9)

st = ot · tan h(Nt). (10)
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where f represents the forget gate, i denotes the input gate, o is the output gate, and N
indicates a feature vector presenting the memory state, whereas W is the weight vectors for
all the four gates and b represents the bias. t denotes the time step.

3.3. Crop Rotation Mapping with a Multi-Temporal Attention Mechanism

After the attLSTM module, we coupled the output features with an attention mech-
anism. Attention mechanisms are widely used in automatic signal processing and they
analyze the information extracted by a recurrent neural network model at different time
stamps synthetically [43]. Intuitively, the attention mechanism supports the model to focus
on the important part of the signal while discarding the useless portion of the information.

The output of LSTM cells was a sequence of learned feature vectors. The attention
mechanism can be presented with the following equations:

vij = a
(
si−1, hj

)
(11)

ωij = SoftMax
(
vij
)
, (12)

where vij indicates the matching degree between the input of the encoder and the output
of the decoder. si is the hidden state, while hj is the output state. a is called the alignment
model.

The features derived from both LSTM and Conv1D architecture, enhanced by the
attention mechanism from the SAR and optical multi-temporal imagery, were combined
by concatenation techniques to synthesize complementary multi-source remote sensing
information [36]. Regarding the output part, our model contained two fully connected
layers at the end module. We adopted the second to last layer with the ReLU activation
function to further collect information from the integrated results. The final layer contained
as many neurons as the number of classification types to produce each class probability
with a softmax activation function.

4. Experiments

Experiments were designed to test and compare the performance of our proposed
CRM.

4.1. Competing Models and VIs

We focused on two different aspects of comparative analysis: (1) the performance
of our proposed CRM vs. other classical and advanced models, and (2) the sensitivity of
vegetation indices as model inputs.

Four competing models were considered:

• RF(S2): A random forest (RF) classifier with Sentinel-2 time series inputs was used to
derive the baseline performance of classical non-deep learning architecture. RF has
been considered as the most common and effective land cover mapping approach [44]
because of its high performance in the classification task, combined with optical
time-series data in recent mapping works.

• LSTM(S2): A deep learning classifier that used an LSTM unit with the attention
mechanism with Sentinel-2 multi-temporal inputs, following the lead of popular
frameworks [45,46]. To adopt such a model, we employed 14 Sentinel-2 images to
the LSTM layer to capture dynamic growing information, plus an attention layer to
allocate independent weight to each timestamp. Here, LSTM(S2) represented the
baseline of time series processing with deep-learning architecture.

• CRM(S2): An ablation model that only considered the optical source, because optimal
temporal profiles could better express crop rotation cycles and record crop growth
compared to unexplainable SAR profiles. Such a structure was introduced not only to
disentangle the benefits of convolutional operation compared to LSTM(S2) but also to
demonstrate the necessity of synergizing multiple satellite sources compared to the
original CRM model.
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• CRM(NoAtt): An ablation model excluding the use of the attention mechanism. Here,
CRM(NoAtt) was conducted to prove the importance of assigning weights according
to different temporal characteristics.

Given our proposed CRM and four competing models, each of NDVI, EVI, and
kNDVI was used in accordance, yielding 5 × 3 = 15 different model-VI combinations for
the comparative test of performance in extracting crop rotation maps.

4.2. Model Training

When feeding our models, 80% of samples were randomly selected from the ground-
truth collection for training, and the rest were used for validation. To avoid accuracy
uncertainty due to random training and validation split, we applied a fixed set of the
shuffled dataset to all competing models, which eliminated the risk of sample labels
clustering in the near neighborhood.

In order to realize the maximum potential of the models, the selection of hyperparam-
eters was performed step by step, based on experience. We started with a relatively simple
model, then we generated new models by adding a new convolutional layer, re-ordering
layers, or changing one or two hyperparameters, i.e., different types of activation functions,
number of neurons, kernel size of convolutional layers, batch size, learning rate, and num-
ber of epochs. The one hyperparameter that no longer increased classification performance
on accuracy was selected to produce final results. The above optimization procedure was
applied to all four deep learning models. The RF model was trained by the tuning of the
number of trees in the forest.

All deep learning models were trained by using the Adam optimizer with cross-
entropy loss function, which has proven to be superior to other optimization methods, and
it has been widely used in most time series classification tasks. Parameters of the Adam
configuration were consistent with the recommended ones [47]: β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999,
ε = 1 × 10 −7, and the learning rate was fixed as 0.001. All deep learning models are
implemented using the Python Tensorflow library, while random forest methods are
processed by the Python Scikit-learn library. The number of trees was optimized at 100 at
the end.

4.3. Model Evaluation

Model performance was evaluated by using accuracy indices and a confusion matrix
that has been widely used in previous studies [36], including global and per-class accuracy,
kappa coefficient, and F1 score. Accuracy is the most common evaluation metric in remote
sensing and is calculated by dividing the sum of pixels correctly classified by the total
number of pixels analyzed, intuitively showing the ability of the classifier to accurately
predict targets. The kappa coefficient is a score that expresses the level of agreement
between the actual and estimated targets on a classification problem. The F1 score can be
interpreted as a harmonic average of precision and recall, where an F1 score also reaches
its best at 1 and worst at 0. Here, we used the macro average of the F1 score as an indicator
of classification capability, which assigns equal weights to all classes and does not take
label imbalance into account.

5. Results
5.1. Sensitivity Analysis of VIs as Model Input

Different vegetation indices behaved differently in diverse models (Table 1). kNDVI
showed a slight advantage over NDVI and EVI only when used with CRM, and achieved
the highest accuracy of 0.876 among all models. By contrast, NDVI achieved an overall
stable and preferable performance in the rotation mapping task and provided the best
results in the two basic competing models RF(S2) and LSTM(S2), where there was a large
gap between EVI and two kinds of NDVI. Interestingly, EVI outperformed the other two
VIs in the ablation models of CRM, closely followed by NDVI.
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Table 1. Accuracy, F1 score, and kappa coefficients for different vegetation indices and competing methods.

F1 Score Accuracy Kappa Coefficient

Model NDVI kNDVI EVI NDVI kNDVI EVI NDVI kNDVI EVI

RF(S2) 0.727 0.726 0.637 0.781 0.776 0.714 0.704 0.699 0.607
LSTM(S2) 0.786 0.762 0.671 0.813 0.805 0.725 0.752 0.742 0.636
CRM(S2) 0.802 0.775 0.805 0.830 0.807 0.836 0.774 0.744 0.784

CRM(NoAtt) 0.796 0.810 0.820 0.832 0.840 0.857 0.776 0.789 0.811
CRM 0.841 0.850 0.843 0.865 0.876 0.871 0.821 0.836 0.828

The bold value represents the highest score of the best performing model in each vegetation index.

5.2. Ablation Analysis of Multi-Source Data and Attention Mechanism

For each type of vegetation index, CRM outperformed three mono-source competing
methods with an average accuracy of 0.87, therein, the random forest model obtained lower
performance scores than the other two neural network structures. Its overall accuracy was
about 0.74.

Full source classifiers (CRM) provided a superior capability compared to CRM(S2),
using only an optical data source on crop rotation mapping. The progress was achieved
with a precision promotion of four points. As expected, feeding the model with the full
set of heterogeneous information promotes classification performance. Furthermore, CRM
always outperformed CRM(NoAtt), noting gains in precision due to the allocation of
greater weights to more important timestamps.

Table 2 reports F1 score performance of the different methods with their corresponding
optimal vegetation indices input. Again, CRM outperformed all competing models in most
rotation types except for rapeseed-single rice, where RF(S2) showed slightly better results.
This is another example of our original intention to show that the adoption of a multi-
source time series with specific attention to different stages of crop growth can effectively
capture rotation features. It is also notable that CRM showed a substantial advantage
over its single-source ablation variant (CRM(S2)) for all rotation classes, especially for
the smallest proportion of rotation type (RS-DC) with an increase of 13 points, which
cannot otherwise achieve excellent performance by other traditional models. Moreover,
the attention mechanism played an important role in the classification of fallow-single
rice, which is difficult for most competing models, where RF(S2) only had a 60% chance
of successful identification. It showed a large promotion from 0.71 to 0.81 compared to
CRM(NoAtt). It proved that CRM is qualified to better distinguish these objects with the
help of deep mining of specific temporal characteristics.

Table 2. F1 score per rotation type for best performance models.

CF-SR F-SR F-DR RS-SR RS-DC Others

RF(S2) 0.86 0.59 0.93 0.75 0.51 0.72
LSTM(S2) 0.88 0.71 0.95 0.73 0.74 0.80
CRM(S2) 0.86 0.69 0.94 0.73 0.71 0.79

CRM(NoAtt) 0.90 0.71 0.92 0.71 0.83 0.81
CRM 0.92 0.81 0.95 0.74 0.84 0.84

Rotation types: CF-SR, crayfish-single rice; F-SR, fallow-single rice; F-DR, fallow-double rice; RS-SR, rapeseed-
single rice; RS-DC, rapeseed-dryland crops; Others. The bolded value represents the highest score of the best
performing model in each rotation type.

We also investigated the confusion between each pair of rotation types for all methods
with their corresponding optimal vegetation index (Figure 4). The visual results also
supported the observations drawn from Table 2, as CRM was more precise than other
competing methods, while RF(S2) exhibited relatively poor behavior reflected by the lower
diagonal scores. Among the rotation classes, fallow-double rice and crayfish-single rice are
most easily identified.
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Slight confusion appeared among fallow-single rice, rapeseed-single rice, and crayfish-
single rice. For instance, the RF(S2) model misclassified 27% of fallow-single rice as
crayfish-single rice and CRM(S2) misclassified 23% of rapeseed-single rice with fallow-
single rice. Farmers sometimes grow grass in crayfish-paddy fields to provide feeds, which
creates challenges to distinguish between the early growing stage of rapeseed and fallow
fields with wild grass before single rice sowing, even by manual visual interpretation on
site. However, CRM took advantage of SAR data and leveraged the ability of the neural
network in identifying the above three classes with an error below 0.1. Moreover, the
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performance of the proposed model was substantially improved in distinguishing summer
paddy rice and dryland crops with the introduction of the attention mechanism. As shown
by the difference between CRM(NoAtt) and CRM, up to 14% of dryland summer crops
were misclassified as single rice rotations (RS-DC and F-SR). The confusion between single
rice and dryland crops has been largely reduced in the RS-DC, RS-SR, and F-SR rotation
systems in CRM models, which owns quite similar phenological progress. The confusion
between RS-DC and RS-SR remained relatively low (0.05) in CRM.

5.3. Crop Rotation Mapping Results

Overall, crop rotation distribution exhibited clear regional patterns (Figure 5). For
instance, the southern parts of the study area were dominated by fallow-double rice rotation
type, mostly in Hanshou county and Yuanjiang City. Crayfish-single rice was the dominant
rotation type with a relatively clear and square border for every single field, especially
in Huarong and Nanxian. In the eastern, northeastern, and northern regions, there were
mostly fallow-single rice regions. In the northwestern part of the study area where sparsely
distributed hills stand, mostly in western Nanxian County and Anxiang County, there is a
higher proportion of rapeseed-single rice rotation type. Only a few smallholders cultivated
dryland crops (rapeseed-dryland crops) due to limited access to water in the sloped fields
of the hilly areas. We should also take note that there were still large, locally fragmented
rotation patterns, showing typical characteristics of smallholders in Southern China.
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Local details of cross-seasonal changes of different crop types in selected regions were
displayed in Figure 6. In March, rapeseed gradually entered the flowering period and
farmers prepared to breed crayfish. By May, single rice and dryland crops were sowed. By
June, early rice was about to ripen. Late rice was transplanted in late July. Dryland crops,
single and late rice experienced their critical phenological stages during September. Only
rapeseed and vegetables appeared in winter, and the majority of the fields were fallow.
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Among all types, crayfish-single rice was a special rotation type in the study area,
which was driven by business interests taking full advantage of fallow fields. The propor-
tion of fallow-single rice was slightly higher than that of fallow-double rice due to less
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labor and administrative costs. Fallow-double rice was an intensive rotation system with a
twice-planting practice (early rice and late rice) over a relatively short period. As stated
by local farmers, smallholders preferred to grow single rice, as the total yield of single
rice could be close to that of double rice due to advances in cultivar and farming practices.
Winter–summer rotation systems (rapeseed-single rice and rapeseed-dryland crops) also
altered crop types twice a year to obtain additional sources of income. Other rotation types,
mainly for seasonal vegetables, had a short growing cycle and rapid change due to the
diversity of the smallholder’s own needs.

6. Discussion
6.1. Evaluation of End-To-End Crop Rotation Mapping

Our primary goal was to map practiced crop rotations using the SITS. The proposed
model provided us the opportunity to generate high-resolution, intra-annual crop rotation
information at regional scales, giving us insight into the distribution and seasonal changes
of each crop type and supporting the subsequent agro-ecosystem analysis and application.
Compared to the orginal satellite image time series, our model showed good separability
among different rotation types visualized by the t-SNE statistical method (Figure 7). It
further demonstrated the feasibility of extracting abundant crop rotation information
hidden in the original time series without mapping and linking individual monoculture
crop distribution or utilizing absolute phenological thresholds to segment different crop
types [8,10].
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We also tested the performance of Conv2D in our mission with an experiment retaining
the framework of CRM while replacing all Conv1D with 2D. In the experiment, the CRM
structure with Conv1D showed slightly better performance than Conv2D irrespective of
the input vegetation indices that resulted from the fragmented land parcels in our study
area. Compared to the effectiveness of Conv1D to extract robust temporal features and
cross-seasonal dynamic changes from temporal profiles, Conv2D introduces more noise
by cutting small patches of the input 2D samples to learn spatial information with the
disturbance of fragmented fields.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to map crop rotation systems in the
study area. When considering the paddy rice cultivation system, our classification results
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were highly consistent with prior works [48–51], demonstrating the reliability of our model
to a certain extent. Additionally, in contrast to previous works focusing on a single crop
mapping, this proposed model was qualified to identify another two main types (fallow-
single rice and crayfish-single rice) in the study area, emphasizing the fallow state in the
rotation system and the symbiotic farming practice of crayfish and crops, which is new to
the existing knowledge [30,51,52]. Thus, our rotation map not only provides a distribution
of a local, general agricultural system but also provides multi-seasonal and multi-crop
distribution maps if the data are divided into different points of time (Figures 5 and 6).
Such a model can be readily extended to help the agricultural department to monitor
phenology, crop conditions, and agricultural practices, especially in the southern parts of
China [53].

6.2. Necessity of Establishing the Dual-Stream Model for Multi-Source Data

Our model demonstrated that the performance of mapping rotation could be improved
by leveraging a multi-source time series with the help of an attention mechanism. Among
traditional data fusion methods, pixel-level fusion was impractical in this study due to the
large discrepancy in data modality of multi-sensors that operate on different fundamental
physical principles [54]. In addition, decision-level confusion was not the optimal option.
It only combines the processed outputs derived by each data source in the last step, which
cannot fully utilize the complementary and synergetic advantages of two sensors in the
temporal domain [55]. Our results showed that the dual-stream model could exploit the
interplay between the S1 and S2 time series by the adaptative concatenation operation,
which proved highly significant for crop rotation mapping. For instance, CRM always
outperformed CRM(S2), the model with only one single processing stream in all kinds of
rotation types, especially for the easily confused rapeseed-single rice, fallow-single rice,
and crayfish-single rice types. This also suggests the need to design a more sophisticated
model to learn the synergy between the spatial and temporal dependencies in the two data
sources. Previous studies also demonstrated that synergizing SAR and optical data in the
deep learning model yielded the potential to learn the complementary information from
two sensors even when the optical data had a long data gap [55]. As for the field of land
cover classification, the capability of the dual-stream model has also been tested with the
increase in accuracy from 5 to 16 points when feeding stacked Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2
imagery into the classifier [36]. These findings are consistent with our results, which also
proves the feasibility and necessity of processing multi-source temporal data. However,
the approaches mentioned above did not take the diversity of each timestamp into account
and treated them as the same. In our model, we addressed this issue by applying the
attention mechanism to allocate reasonable weights according to the importance of each
timestamp. This technique was shown to improve model accuracy, which was neglected in
prior works [36].

7. Conclusions

This study proposed a hybrid deep learning architecture, namely CRM, to exploit
radar and optical time series in the context of crop rotation mapping. Unlike most studies,
the model was designed to leverage the complementary signals provided by different
sensors and take advantage of popular deep learning frameworks to obtain complex intra-
annual rotation information. The model we proposed is suitable for a complex planting
system, lacking a uniform or specific key phenological state due to the diversity of crop
types and flexibility of farming practice. This end-to-end architecture included a dedicated
stream for each data source. Each stream was conducted by two deep learning blocks, a
CNN and an attentive LSTM, taking both rotation features and contexture information into
account. The final result was derived by concatenating the features learned by each source.

The experimental results demonstrated that the predicted images had reasonable
accuracies (i.e., accuracy > 0.85) in mapping crop rotation, also showing how our pro-
posed method outperformed other state-of-the-art, non-deep or deep learning solutions.
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Moreover, CRM was effective when extracting crop rotation features with the help of the
deep synergy of SAR-optical time-series data and the attention mechanism, as our model
showed a gain in overall accuracy of four points compared with ablation models such
as CRM(S2) and CRM(NoAtt). However, we should point out that rotation types with
short growth cycles, such as seasonal vegetables, can not be further subdivided due to the
insufficient ability to capture the rapidly changing phenology. As cross-seasonal rotation
maps contain rich dynamic information, it may be valuable to generate crop rotation layers
instead of the static cropland data layers. To achieve such a goal, further exploration is
required to extend the proposed architecture, not only in the temporal domain but also
by considering and combining spatial or spectral information obtained from time-series
satellite data.
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